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Can you believe it is May already?!? This academic year
is flying by! To some, this may seem like the time to
coast into the end of the school year, we at The
STEMulating Young Mind Imagination (SYMI) Academy
after school program hold our scholars to higher
standards. We understand and appreciate that it is
important to demonstrate excellence on the
STAAR/EOC exams, that we still need to prepare our
scholars for the ACT, SAT and TSI to demonstrate
college readiness, and we need to continue to
incorporate 21st century life skills: communication,
collaboration, problem-solving, criti- cal thinking,
creativity, and innovation to demonstrate life
readiness.
In addition to developing well rounded scholars, our
ultimate goal is to light the flame to get our scholars
to consider STEAM pathways in step to pursue STEAM
careers upon graduation. There is no multiple choice
answer for a doctor performing a medical procedure
or an engineer building a skyscraper or a computer
programmer coding a space launch. Although the
waters may be still, you have to keep rowing to get to
the STEAM destination!
This academic year, the program continued to focus
on a collective impact initiative designed to increase
diversity and equity in STEAM. We are committed to
closing the persistent racial/ethic gaps in STEAM fields
by engaging 30 underrepresented scholars across
Claytor Magnet Academy in STEAM pursuits through
high-quality, innovative after school learning
opportunities. …. We are a non-grading, non-testing,
and student-led learning afterschool STEAM program!
SYMI Academy’s school program was a safe space for
scholars to explore, fail, and persevere, while gaining
confidence in STEAM subjects. The amazing teachers
and staff had the freedom to be creative and scholars'
interests drive expanded learning experiences and
opportunities.

"It was great reconnecting and
working with my past scholars and
seeing how much growth they have
made academically, socially, and
athletically."
- Michael Woessner
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The scholar’s field trip to The Adventure Park at
the Discovery Museum, was an amazing way to
end our after school program! The interactive
exhibits reinforced the program's experiences
and helped to keep the flight for STEAM lit.
Why does diversity matter in STEM? According to
a study published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences a more diverse
team is more likely to outperform a more
homogenous team—even when the homogenous
team is considered to have “relatively greater
ability” as individuals than the more diverse
group.

As we end a full year of being in the pandemic,
education has shifted in many ways to become a
more equitable, accessible, and just place for our
scholars. We are currently living in a major
moment for our summer learning community.
Education leaders across the spectrum from
school districts, nonprofit programs, camps, and
government agencies to policymakers across the
U.S., all agree that this summer must be utilized
to help young people learn, grow, and recover
unlike any prior attempts at summer bridge
programs.

Sports:
Baseball, Track & Field
Field Trip:
The Adventure Park
Special thank you to our Incredible Staff...

Director of STEAM Education Programs: Robert
(Mr. Rob) Fichtner
Teacher: Leah Brockenberry
Teacher Assistant: Greta Baci
Teacher: Michael (Mr. W) Woessner
Teacher Assistant: Charieann Sanchez
Secretary: Lauren Harp
School Principal: Mr. Steven Douglas
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“The SYMI Academy provided students with the support needed to complete and understand
homework assignments, as well as a financial component in which scholars considered their own
entrepreneurial endeavors. Hands on science and sports activities rounded out this after school
program, making it a success for all attending scholars”
- Leah Brockenberry
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